PRESS RELEASE

Free Counselling Session for Aspirants at Euro Chroma
Institute of Cosmetology (ECIC)
New Delhi, March 21, 2018: Euro Chroma Institute of Cosmetology (ECIC), the only institute in India
supported by the world’s No. 1 Professional Makeup brand ‘Kryolan’, is organizing free counselling sessions
at their institute located in Lajpat Nagar, New Delhi. These sessions are an attempt to make the aspirants
familiar with the state-of-the art infrastructure at the institute, interact with the faculty and get a thorough
insight on the courses offered at the institute alongside the fees structure.
Mr. Nalin Verma, Co-Founder & Director of Euro Chroma Institute of Cosmetology (ECIC), says, “We are
extremely happy to offer short-term courses to the professionals alongside students who are pursuing a career
in various streams in the makeup and beauty industry. The students, after completing the courses, can either
opt for a job or pursue their entrepreneurial endeavors. These counselling sessions, held frequently, aim to
satisfactorily answer all queries of the aspiring students.”
The students can walk-in to the institute for enquiry of such sessions. For further details, one can call on
+91-11-41615040, 9599811678, 9560095624, or visit the website at www.eurochroma.com
Why to choose ECIC?
 Affiliation: The only institute in India which is supported by the world’s No. 1 Professional Makeup
brand ‘Kryolan’. Moreover, the courses are accredited by VTCT (Vocational Training Charitable Trust),
United Kingdom.
 Infrastructure: State-of-the-art digitalised classrooms and fully equipped modern labs.
 Faculty: Highly skilled, internationally trained, full-time faculty with a wide variety of teaching & training
experience.
 Curriculum: Industry-oriented, outcome-focused curriculum specially designed for training linked to
jobs, as well as employability in the beauty and wellness sector. Courses aligned with international VTCT
(Vocational Training Charitable Trust), United Kingdom requirements.
ABOUT EURO CHROMA INSTITUTE OF COSMETOLOGY (ECIC)
Situated in the heart of the city at Lajpat Nagar, New Delhi, ECIC also has a centre at Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh.
ECIC is one of the best-in-class vocational training providers in the fast-growing Indian beauty and wellness
domain. The institute has a gamut of highly skilled, internationally trained full-time faculty with a wide
variety of teaching & training experience, imparting high-end training that helps the students in shaping
their future career. The faculty emphasises on hands-on training with a flexible and module-based, industryoriented, outcome-focused curriculum specially designed for training linked to jobs, as well as employability
in the beauty and wellness sector. The digitalised classrooms and fully equipped modern labs provide its
students the best of facilities to develop their skills to face challenges in the industry in the coming days.
With sheer commitment and dedication, the institute provides training with leading international house
brands only.
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